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English translation: 
 
S: So, what are you wearing? 
Man: This is… aaa… we call it jabador… 
Woman’s voice: It is a traditional dress for the Saharawi people. 
Man: It is a traditional dress for the true Saharawi people. We wear it in the heat to cool 
us down… and we wear it for festivities… 
S: And so, this is the men’s dress in the Saharawi society? 
Man: This is men’s dress in the society of the old Saharawi people. This is a dress to 
wear for normal daily activities – but for work, we wear something else.  
S: So, can you tell me a bit about the dar’a? 
Man: Dar’a… There is the dar’a, which is more beautiful than this and it has an opening 
from here… has an opening from here and it is much larger. And that one, too, men wear 
for meetings, and in lectures and in celebrations.   
S: What is it made of? How is it made? 
Man: It is made from fabric, it is something we call fabric. There are some we call 
bazzah, and there are some we call… aaa… aaa… this one… aaa… eshegga. And each 
one of them has a variety… each has its own type. And el-tham [turban], it is this black 
one. We put it over our heads to protect us from the sun when it is too hot. We call it el-
tham.  
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S: So, when do you wear the dar’a? 
Man: When? In our time…? 
S: For what occasions?  
Man: During the time of Eid celebrations… when we celebrate the Eid: the big Eid1 and 
Eid el Fitr2. And in other celebrations and festivities, and in gatherings… this is the type 
of dar’a… This is a dar’a, which is open from here… this is the type of dar’a… here you 
go; it is not like this one [that he is wearing]… This one is open from here… and this one 
is sewn from here.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 Big Eid: Eid el Adha: “The Feast of the Sacrifice”: One of the most important religious holidays for 
Muslims, commemorating and re-enacting Abraham’s willingness to sacrifice his son Ishmael to God, and 
God’s provision of a lamb as a substitute.  
2 Eid el-Fitr: “The Feast of Breaking the Ramadan Fast”: A religious holiday celebrating the first day after 
the end of the month of Ramadan.  
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